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A B S T R A C T 

We analyse the distribution of Mira variable stars in the central region of the Milky W ay. W e find that with increasing period, 
i.e. decreasing age, the Miras shift towards ne gativ e Galactic longitudes � . Comparing to a cosmological zoom simulation of a 
barred galaxy, we find that this shift with age can be explained by an age-morphology dependence of the boxy peanut/bulge. 
Owing to a combination of projection effects and the limitation of the range of Galactic longitudes, the near hump at � > 0 is 
more truncated for younger populations, and the far hump at � < 0 dominates the observed distributions. 

K ey words: stars: v ariables: general – Galaxy: bulge – Galaxy: evolution – Galaxy: structure. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

oxy/peanut (B/P) bulges are frequently found in near edge-on
arred galaxies (Erwin & Debattista 2017 ). Near-IR images (Weiland
t al. 1994 ; Ciambur, Graham & Bland-Hawthorn 2017 ) and the split
f the magnitude distribution of the red clump stars (McWilliam &
occali 2010 ; Saito et al. 2011 ; Ness et al. 2012 ) suggest that the
ilky Way also hosts a B/P bulge. 
While these observational studies give us a view of the B/P

ulge that is comprised of stars from a wide range of ages, several
uthors (Athanassoula, Rodionov & Prantzos 2017 ; Debattista et al.
017 ; Fragkoudi et al. 2017 ; Buck et al. 2018 ; Fragkoudi et al.
020 ) showed that both in idealized N -body and hydrodynamical
imulations, the morphology of stellar populations in a B/P bar/bulge
epends on age (or metallicity). Debattista et al. ( 2017 ) attributed
his dependence to the kinematic ‘fractionation’ of stellar orbits.
n their simulations, the bar growth affects populations of different
rior kinematics differently, i.e. populations with larger (smaller)
rior scale-height will assume a more extended (less extended)
ertical profile after bar formation. In Semczuk et al. ( 2022 ), we
dded to this picture that inside-out formation of the disc prior
o the bar formation induces a similar correlation of B/P extent 
ersus age. 

The age-morphology dependence of the Milky Way bulge was
onfirmed with the red clump split observed in metal-rich but
ot in metal-poor stars (Ness et al. 2012 ; Uttenthaler et al. 2012 ;
ojas-Arriagada et al. 2014 ; Babusiaux 2016 ). Aside from di-

ect stellar parameter determination, the age-/metallicity-dependent
re v alence of dif ferent types of v ariable stars can be used to
race different populations. In a recent paper (Semczuk et al.
 E-mail: marcin.semczuk@yahoo.com 
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1

Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Socie
Commons Attribution License ( https://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), whi
022 ), we showed that RR Lyrae stars (from the OGLE catalogue
oszy ́nski et al. 2014 , 2019 ), which represent a very old population
 > 10 Gyr), display signatures of a small peanut bulge, consistent
ith fractionation predictions. This extends prior findings that RR
yrae already trace the bar (Pietrukowicz et al. 2015 ; Du et al.
020 ). 
In this work, we further investigate the age-morphology depen-

ence of the Milky Way bulge with the recent OGLE Mira stars
atalogue (Iwanek et al. 2022 ) by employing the Miras’ period-age
elation (Trabucchi & Mowlavi 2022 ). Section 2 describes the data,
nd Section 3 briefly describes the simulations. In Section 4 , we
iscuss the predictions for the age-morphology dependence from the
imulations. In Section 5 , we compare the age-/period-dependent
istribution of OGLE Miras to these theoretical predictions and in
ection 6 , we discuss our results in the context of previous studies
f Mira stars in the Milky Way. 

 DATA  SELECTI ON  

n this study, we make use of a recently published catalogue of OGLE
ira stars 1 (Iwanek et al. 2022 ). We cross-matched the OGLE sample
ith 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) using 1 arcsec aperture to obtain

he JHK s photometry. We cleaned the cross-matched sample taking
nly stars with colours J –H > 0.75 by rejecting the clear outliers in
 –H versus J colour–magnitude diagram. In order to a v oid selection
ffects caused by OGLE footprints, we restrict the data to the region
 � | < 10 ◦ and −5 ◦ < b < −2.8 ◦. This region also overlaps with our
revious study of the B/P bulge in RR Lyrae stars (Semczuk et al.
022 ). Similar to Grady, Belokurov & Evans ( 2020 ), we restrict the
iras’ period range to 100–400 d, giving a final sample of 3446
 ht tps://ogledb.ast rouw.edu.pl/ ∼ogle/OCVS/
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Boxy/peanut signatures in MW Miras 6061 

Figure 1. The distribution of the sample of OGLE Miras described in 
Section 2 .The red–dashed lines indicate the boundaries of period ranges 
that are used for the analysis. 
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tars. The distribution of periods of this final sample is presented in
ig. 1 . 

 T H E  SIMULATION  

n this paper, we use the publicly available z = 0 snapshot of the
uriga 6 simulation from the Auriga suite of cosmological zoom-in 

imulations of Milky-Way analogues (Grand et al. 2017 ). Auriga 
s a suite of 30 magnetohydrodynamical runs done with the code 
REPO (Springel 2010 ). The selected galaxy has a virial halo mass of
.04 × 10 12 M �, disc mass of 3.32 × 10 10 M �, and disc scale length
f 5.95 kpc. The disc of the simulated galaxy also hosts a bar with
ength < 5 kpc and an associated B/P bulge. 

 AG E - M O R P H O L O G Y  D E P E N D E N C E  O F  T H E  

OXY/PEANUT  BU LG E  

ev eral authors (Athanassoula, Rodiono v & Prantzos 2017 ; Debat- 
ista et al. 2017 ; Fragkoudi et al. 2017 ; Buck et al. 2018 ; Fragkoudi
t al. 2020 ; Semczuk et al. 2022 ) have shown that the morphology of
he B/P bulge differs between different stellar populations in N -body
r hydrodynamical simulations. 
In Semczuk et al. ( 2022 ), we used N-body simulations which

nclude a growing stellar disc, to analyse how the age-morphology 
ependence of the peanut bulge manifests itself in samples co v ering
indows of height and Galactic latitude abo v e/below the Galactic 
isc. The cosmological zoom snapshot examined here gives consis- 
ent results, which we will use as a qualitativ e e xample of how this
ge dependence is expected to imprint on the current observations. 

Fig. 2 shows cross sections of side-on (along the bar major axis)
tellar density distributions for four different bins in stellar age τ . 
imilarly to the simulations listed abo v e, the younger populations 
ave a more pronounced/higher contrast X shape in the outer parts,
hile in the inner parts the opposite is the case: their distribution is

moother/more oval compared to the older populations. 
With fixed cuts in Galactic latitude, the projected densities thus 

how a significant difference between populations in the separation 
f the peanut humps. Fig. 3 shows clearly that the two o v erdensities
re most separated for youngest stars (left) and come closer to each
ther for older populations (right). As an aside, we note that typically
he inclined sample geometry in altitude versus distance plays a 
esser role. More important is the different relative inclination of the
ightlines to the orientation of the bar when projecting in Galactic
ongitude: here, the far hump dominates the on-sky number density 
or younger populations. Depending on limitation, the close hump 
at positive y ) gets more and more truncated by the longitude cut.
or the oldest populations, the distribution is rounder/less elongated 
nd more of both humps fall into the longitude range (as in the case
f RR Lyrae stars in Semczuk et al. 2022 ). The left-hand panels of
igs 4 and 5 show this on the sky and by means of a histogram,
espectively, for the same populations plotted in Fig. 3 . Histograms
how that the count of stars at ne gativ e longitudes gets higher with
maller ages, with respect to the peaks of the distributions. 

 M O R P H O L O G Y  O F  T H E  O G L E  M I R A S  

I STRI BU TI ON  

n the previous section, we showed how a simulation of a barred
alaxy with age-morphology dependence for the B/P bulge predicts 
hat the increasing distance between the two humps for younger 
opulations cause the far hump to dominate when surv e y limitations
re present. Here, we use the OGLE Miras catalogue to examine
his prediction. It was long known empirically (e.g. Feast 2009 )
nd very recently confirmed on theoretical grounds by Trabucchi & 

owlavi ( 2022 ) that Mira stars obey a period-age relation with longer
ulsation periods for younger stars. 
Following Grady et al. ( 2020 ), we divided the sample described

n Section 2 into four range of periods 100–200, 200–250, 250–
00, and 300–400 d. We plot their smoothed on-sky distribution and
istograms in the corresponding region in the right-hand panels of 
igs 4 and 5 , respectively. We find that the distribution of Miras

n bins with increasing period, corresponding to decreasing age, is 
onsistent with the predictions from simulations, shown in the left- 
and panels of the respective figures, that for younger stars the part of
he peanut at ne gativ e longitude dominates. In general, short-period
older) Miras are more concentrated around � ∼ 0 ◦. The o v erdensity
f younger populations shifts more towards the ne gativ e side (e.g. at
 ∼ −5 ◦). The older populations (especially 200–250 d) show some
eak signs of bimodality, which is expected, since the small peanut in 

hese populations should fall into the longitude range. Ho we ver, this
imodality is not statistically significant due to the low numbers of
tars in these bins, unlike the situation for RR Lyrae stars (Semczuk
t al. 2022 ). 

The lack of the near hump in younger populations, which in the
imulated samples is owed to the longitude cut, may be additionally
mplified by the near-hump stars being on average brighter (since 
loser), which decreases their chance of detection by the OGLE 

urv e y. 
Comparison of the left with the right-hand panels in Figs 4 and 5

bviously shows that the peanut in the simulation is bigger than what
e find from the Mira stars. Indeed, the simulation w as pick ed not

o reproduce the Milky Way, but only to show the qualitative effect
ith ageing populations. We think that the bigger size of the peanut

n simulation can be partially attributed to the high disc scale length
f the simulation (5.95 kpc), which is roughly twice that of the Milky
ay. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

he period-luminosity relation of Mira stars enabled previous studies 
f the 3D Milky Way structure, including the B/P bulge. L ́opez-
orredoira ( 2017 ) combined the Catchpole et al. ( 2016 ) and the
MNRAS 517, 6060–6063 (2022) 
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Figure 2. Side-on projected density from a simulated barred galaxy (Auriga 6) for four stellar populations of increasing age τ . To emphasize the morphology 
of the B/P bulge, the particles were selected from | y | < 0.25 kpc. 

Figure 3. Face-on surface density distributions of the Auriga 6 simulation for four different stellar populations selected by their age τ . Stellar particles for 
these panels were selected from the range 2.8 ◦ < | b | < 5 ◦ in order to mimic the selection criteria of the OGLE sample. Note, ho we ver, that for simulations both 
positive and negative b are stacked to increase resolution, while for OGLE data we only have the ne gativ e side). Dashed lines outline cuts in Galactic longitude 
� as indicated (calculated assuming the Solar position x = −8.3 kpc). 

Figure 4. Left: Number density in Galactic coordinates of 4 different stellar populations from the Auriga 6 simulation selected by their age τ . In order to 
e xclude fore ground and background contamination, we only use stars from within a cylindrical radius of 6 kpc. The maps were constructed by a kernel density 
estimator with smoothing length 1.2 ◦. Colour scales are linear and normalized to the respective highest value. Right: Density in Galactic coordinates of different 
subsets of Mira stars, selected by their periods. According to the age-period relation for Miras, short periods represent older populations (top), while going to 
longer periods represent younger populations (bottom). The maps were constructed by a kernel density estimator with smoothing length 1.2 ◦. Colour scales are 
linear and normalized to the respective highest value. 
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GLE-III samples in order to test whether Mira stars follow the X-
hape bulge. They concluded that there is no X-shape structure in
heir sample, which is not surprising considering several factors: their
umber of stars is low in comparison with the recent OGLE Miras
atalogue; additionally, non-negligible distance uncertainties will fill
he central dip of the peanut, which is of comparable width to these
ncertainties. On top of that, L ́opez-Corredoira ( 2017 ) combined
ata from all periods or divided the sample into only two bins.
ixing the populations will lead to a flattening of the expected

ip, since the location of the bigger dip of the younger population is
t the centre, where the older population is hard to resolve (see e.g.
NRAS 517, 6060–6063 (2022) 
ig. 3 ). Finally, the stars in their work are only analysed at Galactic
ongitudes not exceeding | � | < 8 ◦. For younger populations, where
he gap should be easier to find, the location of the close hump, as
nferred from our work, is expected somewhere near � ∼ 10 ◦, since we
nly find the amplification of the far hump because of the longitude 
imitation. 

More recently, Grady et al. ( 2020 ) used Miras from Gaia DR2
Mowlavi et al. 2018 ) to study the disc and bulge of the Milky Way
epresented by Miras of different stellar ages. Their conclusion for
he B/P bulge is qualitatively consistent with our findings: the peanut

orphology is clearer in the youngest population and the bulge is

art/stac3085_f2.eps
art/stac3085_f3.eps
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Figure 5. Left: Star counts as a function of Galactic longitude of different subsets of stellar particles from Auriga 6 simulations. Right: Star counts as a function 
of Galactic longitude of different subsets of Mira stars. According to the age-period relation for Miras, short periods represent older populations, while going to 
longer periods represent younger populations. The selection criteria for the particles and stars are the same as in Fig. 4 . 
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ore concentrated in the oldest one. Ho we ver, a closer look at their
g. 12 compared with our results may suggest some inconsistency. 
rom their smoothed residual map, it appears that the far hump at
e gativ e longitude is located at � < −9 ◦ and b < −6 ◦, while our
esults for the longest period range place the o v erdensity closer to
 ∼ −3 ◦ and b ∼ −4 ◦. Similarly, they find an o v erdensity on the
ositive side on the edge of the region considered in our study. It
ay be that these structures are just an extension of the peanut that is

ndersampled in our study and extends in that way to lower latitudes.
lternativ ely, some o v er and underdensities in the on-sky distribution 
f Gaia DR2 Miras should be affected by the Gaia scanning law
o v ering different regions of the sky with different time coverage
nd cadence. Miras of longer periods require more time co v erage to
e classified and this may cause subtle effects, in particular as the
oundaries of the Gaia scanning law appear as sharp lines on the sky
see figs. 6 and 7 of Mowlavi et al. 2018 ). 

In this study, we have shown the expected dependence of the 
bserved B/P bulge morphology on stellar age, in particular a skew 

ensity distribution in Galactic longitude, with a peak offset from 

he Galactic centre longitude. We have demonstrated that the current 
GLE Mira sample already shows a trend consistent with these 

imulations. We conclude that future surv e ys with more stars will
llow for better age splitting and better statistics, and so will shed
ore light on the age-morphology structure of the Milky-Way bulge. 
he most imminent impro v ement will come from Gaia DR3, if the
n-sky distribution of variable stars will be largely free from scanning 
aw effects in relevant regions of the sky. 
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